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THE BETTER WAY TO BECOME A NURSE
Few career choices are as fulfilling as nursing. It’s a field that’s always in demand – known for its amazing flexibility, attractive financial reward, ample career advancement, and of course, the opportunity to make an impact in countless lives every day.

With so many benefits, it’s not surprising today’s nursing students are eager to get in the field and start working as soon as they can. But, all too often, the typical educational path can make that field seem so far away – delayed by long waitlists and lengthy timelines filled with unnecessary classes and mounting debt.

There is a better way.
Welcome to Hondros College of Nursing.
YOU DESERVE A FOCUSED EDUCATION — WITHOUT THE FLUFF.

At Hondros College of Nursing, we cut the fluff out of traditional programs and developed a concentrated curriculum that produces high-quality nurses in the most powerful, purposeful way.

We like to think of it as a supercharged nursing education. Where there are no waiting lists to get in, no arbitrary timeline to follow and no prerequisite classes that waste your time and slow you down. Where you can reach your goals far sooner than with other nursing schools.

Hondros College of Nursing makes your nursing education a real-world endeavor you can achieve while balancing life. And the support you’ll receive is unprecedented. We’re known for our encouraging educators who are passionately engaged in your nursing journey and eager to help prepare you for your dream job.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR NURSING CAREER AT HONDROS COLLEGE OF NURSING.
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HONDROS COLLEGE OF NURSING
BY THE NUMBERS

THREE PROGRAMS

PN
PRACTICAL NURSING PROGRAM
Pursue your dream of working as an LPN in just 12 months, with no waitlists or prerequisites. Nursing classes start from day one.

ADN
ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN NURSING PROGRAM
Master more advanced concepts as you follow our high-powered path to becoming an RN, which takes an additional 15 months.

RN-BSN
ONLINE RN-BSN COMPLETION PROGRAM
RNs can earn a CCNE-accredited Bachelor of Science in Nursing in an additional 24 months through our convenient online program.

FIVE CAMPUS LOCATIONS

TOL   CLE
DAY   COL
CIN   STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIPS WITH

30+

HEALTHCARE EMPLOYERS

SEE HOW WE HELP YOU LEARN AND EARN EVERY STEP OF THE WAY...

FOUR STARTS PER YEAR

JAN  APR
JUL  OCT

* Must be enrolled full-time at an average of 15 quarter credits per term to complete RN-BSN in 24 months.
Our supportive, straightforward philosophy begins with our Learn and Earn Ladder approach, where each stage is presented in manageable steps. After completing one program and becoming licensed, you can take time to work as a nurse and earn income before taking the next step. Or you can keep ascending directly through each program and earn the next degree. The choice is yours.

"I chose Hondros College of Nursing because I could start nursing classes right away and complete the LPN program in one year. After that, I plan to start working as a nurse while I take the next step in my education at Hondros College of Nursing." Stephanie Capurano, Hondros College of Nursing Student
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OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS. YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.

Our strategic partnerships with healthcare providers give us insight into what today’s healthcare employers are looking for. And not surprisingly, it’s more than just exceptional clinical skills. Excellent communication and collaborative skills are also crucial for a successful nursing career.

Our focused curriculum is specifically designed to foster those professional soft skills so you have the best chance of standing out in the workforce. Plus, if you decide to pursue your next Hondros College of Nursing nursing degree while working for one of our partners, you’ll also receive partner pricing.

TOTAL SUPPORT FROM DAY ONE ON CAMPUS – THROUGH DAY ONE ON THE JOB AND BEYOND

CONVENIENT ADMISSIONS PROCESS

Enjoy the flexibility of being able to enroll at Hondros College of Nursing four times a year, with no waitlist and no unnecessary pre-nursing classes.

NEXT-LEVEL FINANCIAL AID

Exploring every financial aid avenue is just the beginning. Our dedicated experts also offer guidance on wise spending habits in general.

ACADEMIC SUPPORT

An array of services keep you on the right track – one-on-one tutoring, NCLEX® test prep, study sessions and more.

CAREER SERVICES

From job search strategies to resume and cover letter writing support, we’re committed to helping you find and land your dream job.

ON-CAMPUS JOB FAIRS

Well-known healthcare employers come right to our campus to meet exclusively with Hondros College of Nursing students and graduates.

SURROUNDED BY SUPPORT.

At Hondros College of Nursing, we believe nursing school should be just as caring as the profession itself. That’s why you’ll have an entire support system by your side from the day you join our family. We’re here to make sure you succeed — and you’ll see this in our network of invested staff, our above-and-beyond financial aid approach, our mentoring that helps you stay focused, and our community partnerships that help you find the nursing job you’ve always wanted.

FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER

GETTING THROUGH SCHOOL IS GOOD. COMING OUT AHEAD IS BETTER.
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THE BETTER WAY TO BECOME A NURSE

If you have the will, we have the way. The Hondros College of Nursing approach is smart, focused and direct — truly a better way to achieve your nursing goals. And we’re always here to help you take that first step. Get in touch with us today at 855-90-NURSE or learn more at hondros.edu.

Hondros College of Nursing has a fantastic program that sets its students up for success. From the staff and faculty to the labs and clinical experiences, everything is top-notch. I am extremely well-prepared to begin my career as a nurse.”

Caleb White,
Hondros College of Nursing Graduate
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ACCREDITATION AND APPROVALS.
College Accreditation: Accredited member, Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS), 750 First Street, NE Suite 980, Washington, DC 20002, (202) 336-6780. RN-BSN Programmatic Accreditation: The baccalaureate degree in nursing program at Hondros College of Nursing is accredited by the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education, One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 530, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 887-6791. State Approvals for the College: Ohio Board of Nursing (Practical Nursing and Associate Degree in Nursing programs) and Ohio Department of Higher Education (RN-BSN program). Registered with State Board of Career Colleges and Schools: Westerville 13-09-2024T, West Chester 13-09-2027T, Fairborn 13-09-2025T, Independence 13-09-2026T, Maumee TBD. Consumer information available at nursing.hondros.edu. The Hondros College of Nursing online RN-BSN program is approved and offered through the Westerville Main Campus, located at 4140 Executive Parkway, Westerville, OH 43081. Hondros College of Nursing cannot guarantee employment or salary.
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